
Infinitive 
Phrases 19 

Time for a 
Holiday 

Some students agreed to meet for 
coffee. Now they’re making plans 

to celebrate some special 
occasions at the beginning of the 

year. They’re happy to have a 
chance to learn about holiday 

customs in 
various 

cultures.     

When’s the Lunar New Year going to be this year? 
How are Chinese and Vietnamese families preparing 
to celebrate it? They have to clean their houses 
first, right? And they like to buy or make special 

foods for the occasion, don’t they? I think kids 
expect to get money from their parents and 

relatives in red envelopes. Everyone is glad to 
see dragon parades in the streets. Should we 

plan to go to Chinatown to watch?  
we’re lucky to have a large Asian community in 

this town, aren’t we?       

I hope to be able to go to a 
festival. But I don’t intend 
to do anything for 
Valentine’s Day. It’s dumb to 
spend a lot of money on 
flowers or candy or 
jewelry—don’t you agree? I 
mean, last year I arranged 
to take my girlfriend out to 
an expensive, romantic 
dinner. But she refused to 
go—because she was about 
to dump me. So this year 
I’ll be careful not to 
plan anything . . . . 

A 

14 
C 

I’m sorry to say this, but I 
prefer to celebrate holidays 

from my culture—like 
Carnival. In Brazil we used 
to dress up in costumes and 

do the samba. It was 
exciting to be there!     

before Lent B 
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19-A  On the lines, write words from the Scenario:                         
Time for a Holiday on page 257.   

When’s the Lunar New Year going 1   to   be this 

year?  How are Chinese and Vietnamese families 
preparing 2 ______ celebrate it?  They 3 __________  
________ clean their houses first, right?  And they       

4 ___________  ______  buy or make special foods, 
don’t they?  I think kids expect 5 _____  __________ 
money from their parents in red envelopes. 
Everyone is glad 6 ______  _____________ dragon 
parades in the streets.  Should we 7_____________           

to ___________ to Chinatown 8__________ watch?  We’re 9 ______________  
to 10 _____________  a large Asian community in this town, aren’t we? 

19-B  Put the words under the lines in order. On the lines, 
write sentences from the Scenario.   

1.     I hope to be able to go to a festival                .                                                     
to be able / hope / to a festival. / to go / I           

2. ________________________________________________                
to do anything for Valentine’s Day. /  But I  / don’t intend  

3. ________________________________________________________________            
a lot of money on flowers or candy or jewelry. / dumb / to spend / It’s        

4. ________________________________________________________________           
to take my girlfriend out / to a romantic dinner. / I arranged / Last year  

5. ________________________________________________________________ 
refused / But she / to go—to dump me. / about / because she was   

6. ________________________________________________________________ 
not / to plan anything. I’ll / be careful / So this year  

7. ________________________________________________________________ 
to say this. / sorry / I’m      prefer / to celebrate holidays from my culture. / I 

8. ________________________________________________________________ 
In Brazil / dress up in costumes / and / do the samba. / used to / we 
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1. Do holiday customs tend to be the same in all cultures?   no  . 

2. When do Asian families usually prepare to celebrate the 
Lunar New Year? _________________________________ 

3. For the occasion, it’s customary to buy special foods,              
give money to children, and have dragon parades, isn’t it? 
________________________________________________ 

4. What do you intend to do for Valentine’s Day this year or 
next year? ______________________________________ 

5. Is it dumb or smart to spend a lot of money on flowers or 
gifts or cards for holidays? _________________________ 

6. Which holidays did you get a chance to celebrate last 
year?**  _________________________________________ 

7. Which occasions did you refuse to observe in the past?** 
________________________________________________ 

8. How did you use to celebrate your favorite holiday in your 
native culture?**  _____________________________ 

19-C  On the lines, answer the questions.  
**You can add more information to your answers.   

19-D  In the Scenario: Time for a Holiday on page 257,    
put a broken line under the infinitives.  

*You can also underline the verbs before infinitives.  
**You can put a wavy line under the adjectives before infinitives 
and  circle  the nouns. There are examples on the next page.  

       INFINITIVE PHRASES IN SENTENCES  
AN INFINITIVE IS A PHRASE WITH TO BEFORE A BASE VERB. NOUN OR PRONOUN OBJECTS, 

ADJECTIVES, AND/OR ADVERBS CAN FOLLOW VERBS IN INFINITIVE PHRASES.  

IN SENTENCES, INFINITIVE PHRASES CAN FOLLOW CERTAIN VERBS, CERTAIN ADJECTIVES, 
AND CERTAIN NOUNS. **THERE CAN BE MORE THAN ONE INFINITIVE IN A SENTENCE.   

STATEMENT OR QUESTION INFINITIVE PHRASE(S) 
Some students agreed 

They’re happy  
How are Asian families planning 

Did you arrange  

to meet for coffee. 
to have a chance to learn about holiday customs.  
to observe the Lunar New Year? 
to take someone out to dinner on Valentine’s Day? 

Grammar 
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19-E  Circle the correct words 
for the phrases.  

Grammar Review: 
Going to + VERB 

Infinitives are necessary in 
simple future verb phrases. 

EXAMPLES:   
When are we going to celebrate 

the new year? 

You’re not going to attend  the 
Easter sunrise service? 

You can review the  simple 
future in Chapter 16. It’s fun 1 [ learn / to learn ] about the Asian Lunar 

New Year.   When is it going 2 [ being / to be ] 
next year?   Will it 3 [ be / to be ] in January or 
February?   How are Chinese families likely          
4* [ prepare / to prepare ] for the occasion?     
They have 5 [ cleaned / to clean ] their houses 
before the holidays, don’t they?   After that, it’s 
the custom 6 [ hiding / to hide ] their cleaning 
equipment.   People ought 7* [ pay / to pay ] off 
all their debts, too.  They shouldn’t 8 [ have / to 
have ] old obligations in the new year, should 
they?   My Vietnamese friends 9** [ use / used ]    
10* [ buys / to buy ] new clothes for the occasion, 
but they don’t have much money 11* [ spend /     
to spend ] this year.  Even so, they’ll 12 [ give /   
to give ] gifts to friends and relatives.  

**Grammar: 
Used to + VERB 
**How can you express 

past customs or repeated 
activities? If the habit no 

longer  exists, you can put 
the simple past phrase 

used to before a base verb. 
Here are examples:      

We used to celebrate Carnival 
in Brazil. But we didn’t use to 

observe Lent. 

 What customs did you use to 
follow?  

EXAMPLES:  Some students agreed to meet 
for coffee. Now they’re making  plans  to 
celebrate some special 
occasions. They’re happy to 
have a  chance  to learn 
about holiday customs.    

Grammar Review: 
Modals 

Infinitives don’t follow modal 
verbs.  Don’t use to after can, 

could, will, would, shall, 
should, may, might, must, or 

had better. Use just a base 
verb, as in these examples:  

Should we plan to go to 
Chinatown?  I might not be able to.  

Shall we see the dragon parade 
tomorrow?  I’ll call you.  We must 

learn about Korean customs too. 

You can review modal verb 
phrases in Chapter 17.   

Grammar Review:     
The Preposition TO 

The preposition to comes before nouns and pronouns, 
not verbs.  It is not part of an infinitive.    The 

preposition to expresses direction, movement, or 
other relationships. Here are examples:    

Asians go to outdoor markets for special new year’s dishes. 
They bring these foods to their relative’s homes. Chinese 

parents give money to their children.  
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Vocabulary: Verbs 
Before Infinitives  

Only certain verbs can appear 
before infinitive phrases, as in 

these examples:  

             Let’s agree to meet for 
      the holidays. Can you arrange 

to come to our place?                    
I decided not to take a trip. 

 Here are some common 
verbs. They may appear 

before infinitives (but they 
don’t have to): 

**In sentences with infinitive 
phrases after verbs, the 

negative word not (n’t) can 
appear in different positions. 
The examples in these pairs  

may differ in meaning:  

Let’s not agree to spend a lot of 
money on gifts. ≠ Let’s agree not 

to spend much money on gifts.  

We don’t tend to follow recipes. ≠     
We tend not to follow recipes.         

I can’t promise to clean up. ≠         
I can promise not to clean up.  

I don’t know how to help. ≠            
I know how not to help.  

19-F  Circle the letters of  all the 
possible verbs for the lines.   

1. Let’s __________ to get together.   
a.  agree e.  say i.   might not 

b.  arrange f.  find j.   not fail** 

c.  choose g.  decide k.  not forget* 

d.  continue h.   think m. not 

2. Do you ________________ to attend 
services on religious occasions?   
a.  must  e.  hope i.   won’t  

b.  expect f.   intend j.   not invite** 

c.  require g.  prefer k.  don’t know* 

d.  have h.  like l.   fall asleep** 

*3. We shouldn’t ________ to make plans 
for holiday travel.    
a.  tell e.  keep i.  need 

b.  begin f.   forget j.  fail** 

c.  managing g.  tends k. expect* 

d.  able h.  going l.  haven’t* 

*4. Shall we __________ not to exchange 
gifts this year?    
a. agree e. had better i. can’t decide** 

b. arrange f. couldn’t  j. promise* 

c. careful g. plan k. don’t like** 

d. used to h. try l. won’t want* 

agree 
**arrange 

begin 
choose 

continue 
decide 
*expect 

**fail 
forget 

have 
hope 

**intend 
**know how 

learn 

like 
manage** 
need 
ought** 
plan 
prefer 
prepare* 
promise** 
refuse** 
start 
tend** 
try 
use(d)** 
want 
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Vocabulary: 
Adjectives 

Before 
Infinitives  

Only certain adjectives  
can appear before 

infinitive phrases, as in 
these examples:  

I’m always happy to spend 
time with friends and 

family. We weren’t able to 
get together last year. Are 

you eager to travel?   

Here are some common 
adjectives to use 
before infinitives:  

*19-F  On each line, put the word 
to or X (for no word).   

 It’s not 5       X       difficult 6      to       explain 
the idea of a “holiday.”  Most people don’t have           

7 _______  work on a holiday, 8       ___     do they?  
They’re usually glad 9         be allowed 10**         stay 
home from their jobs.  They may not 11           want  
12            attend religious services in church that 
day.  They might not 13 ______ choose 14 ______  
go to a public ceremony.  But they’ll probably         

15 _____ be happy 16 _____ do something different. 
Or they’ll feel lucky 17 ______ have the day off.   

 Originally, all holidays used 18** _____ be for 
religious observances.  Long ago, ancient 
peoples were dependent 19** ___ on the powers of 
nature. They felt grateful 20** ___ have the warmth 
of the sun, but they feared 21 ____ the cold and 
darkness of winter.  They set aside 22** _____ 
special “holy days” because they were eager     

23** ____ give thanks or 24** ___ pray to their gods.  

 Centuries later, governments began 25 _____ 
make certain days into other kinds of holidays. 
Maybe they decided 26 _____ remember the 
nation’s independence.  Perhaps they were proud 

27** _____ honor a national hero or a saint—or they 
needed 28 _____ bring the country together for a 
patriotic cause.  And for most people, it was 
pleasant not 29** _____ have 30** _____ work.  

***The phrase be about 
to before a base verb 

expresses the very 
near future, as in: 

I was (just) about to call 
you, but the phone rang (so 

I didn’t). Did you hear? 
Donna is about to dump 

Don. (She’s going to break 
up with him very soon.)   

**Infinitives are 
common after 

adjectives in sentences 
with the “filler” it, like:   
It was nice to have time to 

get together with family, 
wasn’t it? Is it important to 
follow cultural traditions?  

  

*able 
**about 
**afraid 

**anxious 
careful 
*certain 

*dumb 
**eager 

*fortunate 
glad 

good 

happy 
important 
likely** 
lucky 
nice 
pleasant** 
proud** 
ready 
sorry* 
sure 
willing** 
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     Must public offices and 
schools close on legal 
holidays? Can they make 
the choice stay open? 
Private businesses don’t 
have close, of course.  

**19-F  In these sentences, 
the word to is 

missing after some verbs, adjectives and 
nouns. Write to over  in these places.   

**Vocabulary: 
Nouns Before 

Infinitives 
Infinitive phrases sometimes 

follow certain nouns. Here 
are examples:  

 Isn’t it  time  to go?  Or is there a  
plan  to stay all weekend?  It’s a   
pleasure  to be with friends and 

relatives.  

Here are some nouns to use 
before infinitives: 

Many of these nouns are 
related to adjectives or verbs 

common before infinitives—
like able, eager, arrange, 

attempt, choose, etc. 
Compare these phrases: 

Plan to go. = Make a  plan  to go.  
Permit me to cook. = Give me  

permission  to cook.  
I’m eager to participate. / my  

eagerness  to participate. 

ability 
***arrangement 

***attempt 
chance 
choice 

decision 
***determination 

***eagerness 

failure*** 
intention*** 
opportunity*** 
permission*** 
pleasure*** 
plan 
refusal*** 
time 

 

Would you  like know about holidays in the 
United States?   The country has no national 
holidays.  The U.S. President can proclaim 
legal holidays, and Congress is able make laws 
create them.  Usually, state and local 
governments agree do the same.  They rarely 
refuse set aside time for the observance of 
official occasions, such as Presidents’ Day, 
Martin Luther King’s birthday, Memorial Day, 
Independence Day, Veterans’ Day, Labor Day, 
etc. Often, because of people’s eagerness have 
a three-day weekend, they made the decision 
change the dates of these occasions to a 
Monday—give time for travel.    

to 
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On many holidays, some stores will choose do 
business.  Store owners might be anxious sell a 
lot of holiday things or food, right?  Workers 
may appreciate the opportunity take some free 
time, but they might also prefer not lose their 
pay.  Sometimes they’re unwilling take days off. 
Not everyone wants take vacations.  

 Of course, occasions for celebration may 
not be legal holidays.  Because of the cultural 
diversity of the United States, people are 
fortunate have many chances celebrate various 
kinds of holidays.  Members of certain religions 
feel they ought observe their traditional festivals—like Lent, Easter, 
Passover, and Ramadan, but the U.S. government is careful not make these 
occasions into national days of observance.  That’s because there’s 
supposed be separation of church and state.  Members of every religion 
have the right attend a church or temple or mosque.  They have permission 
follow their rituals, but it’s not their obligation do so.   

 Some occasions may tend lose their spiritual meaning through the 
years.  Even church members can decide not be serious on the holiday       
or observe it for social purposes or fun.  It’s common use Carnival as an 
example.  Visitors to Brazil during this pre-Lent festival are unlikely want 
attend religious services.  But they’re ready learn do 
the samba.  They don’t think it’s silly dance in 
parades in the streets.  They’re not afraid wear 
colorful costumes.  They aren’t careful avoid egg 
battles or jokes.  They never dared do these things  
at home, but they’re eager do them now.    

**Grammar: 
Infinitives of 

Purpose 
Infinitive phrases may 

express purpose—reasons 
for activities or actions.  

Infinitives of purpose don’t  
have to follow certain verbs 
or adjectives or nouns. They 

can appear in various 
sentence positions.  Here are 

examples:  

Congress can pass laws to 
establish legal holidays. To make 

money, businesses may stay open 
on holidays.  

Carnival before Lent 
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*19-G  With the words before the lines, make infinitive 
phrases after verbs, adjectives, or nouns.                         

Put the words in the correct order and add to.  

 Would you 1 [ know / like ]    like to know    about 

Valentine’s Day?  I 2** [ need / tell ] _________________ you several 
theories about its origins.  During an ancient Roman festival, 
single women 3** [ write / used ] __________________________ secret love letters.  
It was the 4** [ put / custom ] . custom to put  .these into a big container.  On 

February 14, every unmarried man 5 [ had, choose ] _________________ one of 
these notes. Then it was his 6** [ job / pursue ] _______________________ its writer.  

 Also, in the Middle Ages, people 7 [ send / began ] __________ 
_____________ romantic letters on this day.  And Europeans 
thought birds 8 [ started / choose ] _____________________ their mates at this time. 
Later, Catholic Church leaders 9 [ decided / name ] _____________________ the day 
after Saint Valentine.  But they still aren’t 10 [ agree / ready ] ___________________ 
about his identity.  Many 11 [ prefer / believe ] _____________________ he was a 3rd 
century Roman priest.  This martyr 12 [ follow / refused ] ______________________ 
the orders of the Roman Emperor.  He made the 13*** [ decision / not / give up ] ______ 
__________________ Christianity.  He also made secret 14*** [ arrangements / marry ] 

________________________ couples in the church.  Before his execution on 
February 14, 270, he 15 [ managed / write ] _________________ a note to his jailer’s 
daughter.  He was even 16 [ sign / able ] ____________________________ it “From 
your Valentine.”  Even today, this phrase is 17 [ appear / likely ] _________________ 
___________ on romantic cards and letters.  

 Today, people 18  [ like / give ] ______________ gifts of chocolate or jewelry 
to their sweethearts on Valentine’s Day.  It’s also 19 [ customary / send ] 

_________________________  commercial greeting cards called 
“valentines.” Of course, it’s becoming more 20 [ common / communicate ] 
_____________________________ thoughts of love by computer.  
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 I 21 sorry have say this, but I 22 prefer to celebrate holidays from 

my culture.  I 23*** admit I 24*** not used be very religious at home, so I     

25*** not bother observe the rituals of Lent.  But I 26 knew the meaning of 

this time before Easter because everyone 27 had learn about it in school.  

It’s 28*** traditional not eating so much during this 40-day period.  Catholics   

29 should to fast during the day.  They’re also 30*** supposed repented.           

I 31 mean to, they have 32*** the obligation feeling sorry for past sins.  

 Of course, it was always 33*** fun to prepare for Carnaval before Lent, 

but it wasn’t 34  easy figure out the exact dates of the four-day festival.  

Everybody 35*** needed arrange for start for celebrating 47 days before the 

first Sunday after the first full moon 36*** to follow the vernal equinox.  

(That’s the 37  day for Christians 38 to observe Easter.)  It 39*** wasn’t 

necessary for many young people 40* taking samba lessons because 

almost all Brazilians already 41  know how 42  they do this traditional dance.  

        You 43  to know, I really feel 44***  sad have missing this                

45  happy to time in my country.  Hey!   46 Should we all               

47 ought to travel to New Orleans for Mardi Gras?  We 48*** could 

go to see spectacular parades, 49 couldn’t we to?   Don’t you 

50 to think we’d 51*** better to make plans for a trip?  

 

**19-G  The phrases with double wavy lines under 
them may be wrong. Cross out the grammar 

mistakes. Write the correct words. (Put C over the correct items.) 

‘m sorry to have to say C 
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**19-H  To ask questions about holidays, you can use 
the vocabulary under the pictures with your 

own words and ideas. To answer the questions, give as much 
information as you can. In both your questions and answers, be 
sure to include infinitives after verbs, adjectives, and nouns.  

***You can add infinitive phrases of  purpose too.  

1. the Lunar New Year 2. Martin Luther King Day 
When / the Lunar New Year / be next year?  
How / Asian families / get ready / celebrate? 
What / customary / buy or make for it?*** 
What  entertainment / people / happy / see? 
Why / people / hope / change in the new 

year? 

Why / the U.S. government / decide / 
declare MLK’s birthday a holiday? 

For what reasons / people / want / honor 
Martin Luther King, Jr.? 

Why / the occasion / always have / fall 
on a Monday? 

3. St. Valentine’s Day 4. Presidents’ Day (United States) 

When / Valentine’s Day / begin / exist?  
What / young Romans / use / do / choose 

their partners or mates?*** 
What / birds / have / do with the occasion?*** 
What kinds of gifts / you / prefer / give or 

get / on this day?  

Which U.S. Presidents / Americans / 
take time / honor / on this day?*** 

Why / it / certain / be in February?*** 
Why / people / not have / go to work? 
How / shoppers / prefer / spend their  

time on this occasion? 

You know, it’s really easy to look up all this 
stuff on the Internet. You know how to type in 
“Presidents’ day,” don’t you? 

But I happen to know all about this 
holiday! See, until 1971 Americans 
were supposed to honor the birthdays 
of Presidents Lincoln and Washington, 
but then Richard Nixon decided to 
proclaim just one day as a legal . . . 

Are you able to tell us about Presidents’ Day? What 
might you know? Aren’t you willing to give us any 

information? I’d like to know several things . . . . 

Yeah, like . . . when is it likely to 
occur? Which U.S. Presidents do 
Americans take time to honor on 
this day? Why don’t people have 
to go to work then? And why do 
we need to see so many sale ads?   
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5. Carnival (Mardi Gras) / Lent 6. St. Patrick’s Day 

Why / Catholics / have a festival / prepare / 
observe Lent in March and April?*** 

Where in the world / there / Marti Gras 
celebrations / attend?*** 

Why / it / the custom / wear costumes?  

Who / Irish people / feel proud / honor? 
Why / Catholics / feel obligated / attend 

church on March 17?*** 
What symbols / people / sure / associate 

with St. Patrick’s Day?*** 

7. Passover 8. Easter 

For how many days / it / traditional / for 
Jewish people / observe Passover?*** 

What kinds of foods / they / not permitted / 
eat / during this time?*** 

What rituals / they / willing / follow? 

What Biblical event / Easter / supposed / 
commemorate?*** 

Why / flowers, colored eggs, and 
bunnies / considered / be symbols?*** 

Who / get a chance / hunt for eggs?  

9. Cinco de Mayo / Mexican 
Independence Day 

10. Memorial Day / Veterans’ Day 

When / Mexicans / make time / act patriotic? 
Where / someone / have the opportunity / 

celebrate these two fiestas?*** 
What customs / people / eager / enjoy? 
What events / ought / they / remember?    

What holiday / the U.S. / first create / 
remember victims of the Civil War?*** 

Which occasion / government / intend / 
mark the end of World War I?*** 

When / Americans / plan / fly the flag?  

Carnaval in Brazil  
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11. Mothers’ Day / Fathers’ Day 12. U.S. Independence Day (the 
4th of July) 

What tradition / a single woman / start a 
campaign / to establish in 1907?*** 

Who / children / get / honor on these days?*** 
How / these days / start / become so 

commercial? 

What / American colonists / meet / do / 
on July 4, 1776?*** 

How / Americans / prefer / celebrate this 
historic event? 

be / patriotic customs / likely / change? 

13. May Day / Labor Day  14. Rosh Hashanah / Yom Kippur / 
Ramadan  

be not / it / the original purpose of May Day /  
celebrate the fertility of spring?*** 

How / it / come / be a workers’ holiday?*** 
Americans / not consider / Labor Day  / be 

the end of summer?*** 

these occasions / intended / be / festive 
or serious?*** 

Why / people / make the choice / fast 
(not eat) during these times?*** 

anyone / fail / follow the rituals?*** 

15. Halloween / the Days of the Dead 16. Thanksgiving Day (U.S.)  

be / important / observe these occasions? 
Why / the religious / refuse / celebrate them? 
What customs / be / fun / for kids / follow?*** 
How / the holiday / tend / differ / in the U.S. 

and Mexico or Central America?   

most Americans / able / tell the story of 
the First Thanksgiving? 

What foods / people / usually arrange / 
serve and eat / on this occasion? 

What / important / remember about it? 
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***19-H  Choose one of  the holidays on pages      
267-270.  In 3 to 5 minutes, tell about the 

occasion—and/or write about it for 15 to 30 minutes. (You may 
want to look at books or get information from the Internet.)  

Be sure to include infinitives after verbs, adjectives, and nouns—
and infinitive phrases of  purpose. You can answer one or more of  
these questions about your topic:   

How did the holiday or observance (probably) begin to exist?**** 
When and why did (or do) people need or choose to observe the occasion? 
How do people arrange or prepare to celebrate the holiday? 
What rituals or customs are people supposed to follow on the holiday? 
What are the symbols of the occasion likely to represent?**** 
How did you or your family use to celebrate the holiday? 
What did you do for or during the holiday last year or the year before? 
What are you planning to do on the occasion this year or next year? 
[ a question of your own on one of these or another special occasion ]**** 

17. Christmas  18. New Year’s Eve (Solar New 
Year)  

Who / eager / celebrate / this holiday?  
What / they / plan to do in this season? 
Christmas / continue / become more 

and more commercial?*** 
it / always / turn out / be happy?*** 

When / it / time / celebrate / the end 
of the year?*** 

What / you / like / do / at midnight? 
How / people / usually promise / 

change / in the new year? 

So what are Christmas trees and 
ornaments and wreaths and stockings and 

candy canes and angels and all that 
stuff supposed to symbolize? And why 
did presents come to be so important?   

People are eager to celebrate Christmas 
to be able to have a festival of light in 

the middle of the darkness of winter, 
right? That’s something to know about 

Chanukah too—and about Kwanzaa.         


